WAY TO

Welcome to the (UN)LOCKED year
4-14 august 2021

BRING YOUR
WORLD
TO THE
LOCARNO
FILM FESTIVAL

A PROJECT OF THE
LOCARNO FILM FESTIVAL
An ex-army headquarter,
150 young creatives from
Switzerland,
10 days of Festival
and a unique opportunity
to discover new talents.
While planning the project responsibly, we would really
like the BaseCamp to celebrate the rebirth of cultural
exchanges and collective growth.

The BaseCamp is about
*sharing experiences
°discovering new ideas
¨embracing the unexpected

*everything at the BaseCamp is built in a way that you’ll meet new persons and interact with them
°dig deeper in the Festival’s program with our guides and enjoy the buzzing activity of the BaseCamp
¨despite our hard work of planning we know that the most memorable things will happen by accident

WHO DO I FIND AT THE

?
The BaseCampers are emerging talents between 18 and 30
years old. The 2021 edition focuses on Swiss talents, giving
space to innovative ideas, new languages and new identities
that are emerging in our country. Participants will include:
Students of the main Swiss Art Schools (HEAD, ZHDK, HSLU,
ECAL, CISA).
Young filmmakers, photographers, musicians, designers,
stylists, performers and even scientists!

Arrival / Departure
Arrival day: Wednesday 4 August from noon
Departure day: Saturday 14 August before noon

WHY 10 DAYS?
In 2019, for the first edition, there was the possibility to choose
between a stay of 10 days or 5 days. That experience showed
us that only by staying for the entire duration of the Festival you
can really take advantage of all the opportunities and develop a
network of friends and collaborators.
Moreover, it takes time to understand how to make the best use
of the large spaces of the Losone barracks. And don't forget that
you are in Ticino in the middle of summer… there are many
opportunities to enjoy the territory, with its lakes and valleys!

A TYPICAL DAY AT THE
AT THE HEART OF THE FESTIVAL
There will be a lot to discover at BaseCamp.
Here's what a typical day might look like:

Freedom to organize your own day is at the heart of BaseCamp but we
have suggestions for those who want to enjoy a curated program.

When you wake up, you will be served breakfast along with all
the BaseCamp residents.
Here you can plan your day and make new encounters.

A daily guide will highlight content from the oﬃcial program that we
believe oﬀer opportunities for exchange and discovery that are
particularly valuable to BaseCampers.

A day full of high quality film screenings, meetings, events and
master classes awaits you.
Thanks to your BaseCamp accreditation you can attend all the
proposals of the oﬃcial program of the Locarno Film Festival.

Starting this year we are introducing the BaseCamp Shorts Program.
Every day there will be an activity (screenings, meetings, masterclasses)
to deepen the knowledge of the world of short films, both from the
creative point of view (for example, screenings and meetings with
directors from short films competition, the Filmmakers Academy or with
the talents of the Résidence of the Cinéfondation in Cannes) and from
the professional point of view (meetings with selectors of international
festivals, experts in production or distribution).

You are free to build your day as you like. To help you, you will
also receive advices on how to find content in the oﬃcial
program that focuses on young talents and emerging
languages.
The rest of your day you can dedicate to the realization of your
own artistic projects, being inspired by the stories and
creativity of the other participants.
While the rest of the city sleeps, BaseCamp comes to life for
parties and performances that will allow the residents to get to
know each other. When you're happy and exhausted, you'll
only have to walk upstairs to go to bed.

A program of content for the ten days will be defined during the month of
July, but at the moment we don't want to give a more detailed
description also because the BaseCamp experience is constantly
evolving, with creative proposals that will be added between now and
the beginning of the Festival and then again during the Festival itself.
At night, BaseCamp becomes a beating heart of the Festival, thanks to
its DJ sets, artistic performances, exhibitions and open studios. If health
conditions permit, some of the Festival's biggest parties will take place
at BaseCamp.

COLLABORATION WITH NCCR MSE
is a place for conversations
A first collaboration between the National Center of Competence in Research
Molecular Systems Engineering (NCCR MSE) and BaseCamp took place in 2019
as part of their Art of Molecule ethics program (see report https://bit.ly/3tXxWjH).
BaseCamp was a great opportunity for five young researchers to connect with
visual artists from all over the world and to develop the possibilities and potential
of visualising their NCCR MSE research; a research focussing on the
development of engineered molecular and cellular systems („Engineering Life“)
which also faces significant ethical challenges. After a one-year break caused by
the pandemic, we want to resume and deepen this valuable collaboration.
In 2021 five young researchers who will participate in the BaseCamp in August
will also be joined during a five-day residency in Basel by five BaseCamp artists.
Together they will visit the Basel University and ETHZ laboratories and start a
dialogue that will give form to a public meeting at the Locarno Film Festival.

AM I ALLOWED TO EXPRESS MYSELF?
At the center of this dialogue will be the rise of “cancel culture” which many
consider to be a mounting threat to their right to speak up freely. What eﬀects
does this phenomena, particularily pushed by Social Media, have on the work of
young scientists and artists?
This exchange will serve to create a more meaningful experience among the
participants and will also be enhanced through a report in creative form that will
be produced by the group, finding space both on the NCCR MSE platform and
on the communication channels of the Locarno Film Festival.

COLLABORATION WITH NCCR
WHAT HAPPENS IN BASEL
During 5 days in the second half of July 5 artists selected by BaseCamp will be
invited to Basel. In their program there will be visits of the laboratories and
meetings with the researchers. It will also be an opportunity to get acquainted
with the 5 young researchers with whom they will then share their experience at
the Locarno Film Festival.
Together they will focus on the importance of free speech in their respective
fields. The aim is to create a path for a meeting to be held jointly at the
BaseCamp, inviting the other participants present in Locarno to take part in the
reflection.

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE BASECAMP
From August 4 to 14, the 5 young researchers will be immersed among the 150
young creatives of the BaseCamp, thus having the opportunity to discover the
new emerging languages of artistic creation and communication brought by
people of their generation. The Festival will also allow them a confrontation with
the social issues that play a central role in the films presented.
In this context will come to life the meeting prepared in Basel, with the
participation of all Basecampers and the presence also of the oﬃcial medias of
the Festival.

THE BUILDING
WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE ?

Think of BaseCamp as one
big indoor camping!

BaseCamp is a former military
barracks. Spirit of adaptation
and initiative will be essential.
This is what you’ll find:

BaseCamp is a shared/
community experience, it
must be approached with
the right mindset.

Shared rooms with a maximum of 9 beds
(males and females will stay in separate rooms)
Shared
bathrooms
and
showers
(with separate spaces reserved for males and females)
A large party room with a bar area and a dancefloor.
A chill-out room
A breakfast room

W h a t y o u fi n d a t t h e
BaseCamp will also come
to life based on your spirit.

Rooms for meetings, exchanges and artistic creation
A space dedicated to Swiss cinema in collaboration
with Play Suisse
In addition, in front of the BaseCamp there is a vast green park,
as beautiful during the day as at night!

WHAT IS OFFERED
IN YOUR BASECAMP INVITATION?
Accommodation and breakfast will be provided by the
Locarno Film Festival and the Municipality of Losone
Accreditation for all screenings and public events in the
oﬃcial program of the Locarno Film Festival
A special BaseCamp program with access to exclusive
content
Free Wi-Fi connection inside the facility
Free shuttle connections between BaseCamp and the
Festival center from morning to late night
Clean sheets and blankets upon arrival (but no towels)
A personal locker (we suggest you bring two locks so you
can keep your stuﬀ safe!)

WHAT IS NOT INCLUDED?
Your round trip and meals during the day

HOW TO GET AROUND THE FESTIVAL
The BaseCamp is located in Losone, a
few kilometers from Locarno, the heart
of the Festival.
Public transportation and Festival shuttles will connect you between BaseCamp
and the Festival center on a regular basis and well into the night.
All participants will be given a map showing all the Festival venues and how to
reach them.
P.S. a bike could be very useful, think about how to take it with you on the trip!

HOW DO I GET TO THE

?
You can arrive by train to the Locarno train station. There you will find the bus
stop that will take you directly to the BaseCamp (Caserma Losone bus stop).
If you come from further away, the nearest airport is Milan Malpensa. From there,
if you book in advance, you can take the Festival shuttle to Locarno for free.
Upon arrival in Locarno you can use the Festival buses or shuttles to reach the
BaseCamp (Caserma Losone bus stop).
Consider the car as a last resort. There are limited paid public parking spaces in
the vicinity of BaseCamp.

BASECAMP CONTACTS
If you still have some doubts or
questions before you make your
choice don’t hesitate to write us:
basecamp@locarnofestival.ch

Yo u c a n s h a r e t h e
BaseCamp experience
before you even arrive!
#FestivalBaseCamp2021

